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Si nanocrystals (NCs) embedded in a SiO2 matrix provide an exemplar curved nanostructured

interface to evidence the competition between surface states and quantum confinement (QC) effects.

The study of the energy band alignment as a function of NCs size (<5 nm) clarifies their interplay

and identifies, with subnanometric resolution, three different regimes. Primarily QC affects the

conduction band, then surface effects pin the conduction states, and finally QC starts to modify the

valence band. A way to study how different nanoscale configurations compete with pure quantum

properties is established. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4813743]

The low dimensionality of semiconductor nanocrystals

(NCs) emphasizes peculiar physical properties that arise from

the scaling of the matter at nanoscale size. When embedded in

an oxide matrix, the resulting non-planar NCs/oxide interface

provides an exemplar system to evidence the competition

between quantum confinement (QC) and surface states effects

in semiconductor based nanostructures.1 Beyond this funda-

mental interest, their remarkable optical and electronic fea-

tures make the nanostructured semiconductors a promising

basic structure to meet the requests of a broad spectrum of

functionalities in various application fields such as photovol-

taic,2,3 optoelectronics,4,5 and nanoelectronics.6,7

The curved Si NCs/SiO2 interfaces encompass all crystal

orientation8,9 and represent a paradigmatic system to evi-

dence the specific nanoscale physical properties when the Si

NCs dimensions become smaller than the effective Bohr di-

ameter (8.6 nm). The planar interface between bulk Si and its

stoichiometric oxide, SiO2, settled the foremost building

block of the microelectronic era. However, since the maxi-

mum of the valence band (VB) and the minimum of the con-

duction band (CB) are not aligned in the energy-crystal

momentum (E-k) diagram, the indirect nature of bulk Si

band gap (EIND¼ 1.12 eV) prevented the integration of elec-

tronics and photonics functionalities.10 QC effects induce a

reduction of the density of delocalized states along with a

shift of the energies of the Si NCs VB and CB edges com-

pared with their energy position in bulk Si.11 These changes

support an energy opening of the EIND.8 Even if the energy

structure of the Si NCs is still indirect, the confinement of

electrons and holes within the Si NCs volume increases the

uncertainty of their crystal momentum causing the relaxation

of the k-conservation law. These effects result in the detec-

tion of size dependent tunable photoluminescence (PL)

emission.

Besides the QC effects, the reduced size of the Si NCs

causes a remarkable increase of the surface area to volume

ratio (S/V).1,9 The Si NCs/SiO2 interface is a transition

region composed of amorphous Si and strained SiO2 around

Si NCs.12 Due to QC and to the corresponding opening of

the EIND, surface related defects that in bulk Si have energy

states above the CB or below the VB may appear as local-

ized states within the band gap of nanocrystalline Si. Hence,

these states affect the recombination paths.13 For spherical-

like Si NCs, the diameter where the atoms in the “core”

equal the atoms in the “surface” (S/V� 1/2) is around

6 nm.14 Below this critical dimension, the surface related

states start to significantly influence the QC phenomena. The

crossover from delocalized to localized states is driven by

the electron-phonon coupling.15 For diameters below 4 nm,

the properties of the surrounding interface material dominate

the Si NCs electronic structure.16

The band alignment at the Si NCs/SiO2 interface

directly results from the competition of the surface effects on

the pure QC ones. Consequently, the study of the energy

band alignment as a function of the size of the Si NCs consti-

tutes a straightforward way to investigate, with subnanomet-

ric resolution, the size dependence interplay between the

pure QC properties and the surface induced effects in nano-

structured interfaces. Despite the wide research activity on

these nanostructures, only few experimental works are

reported on this issue. These reports investigated oxidized

porous Si (Ref. 17) and single Si NCs coated with SiO2.15

The latter configuration allowed a systematic investigation

of the electron-phonon coupling evidencing the role of the

interfacial Si-O-Si phonons.15,18 Recently, a method to

directly measure the energy band alignment of Si NCs em-

bedded in SiO2 matrix was established.19 However, the com-

plete picture of energy band structure of this system as a

function of the size of Si NCs and of the passivation proper-

ties of the Si NCs/SiO2 interfaces is still lacking. In addition

to the basic concern, the CB and VB discontinuities between

Si NCs and SiO2 characterizing the barriers for charge car-

riers’ transport are crucial for the exploitation of the nano-

structured interfaces.

In this letter, we present the experimental determination

of the energy band alignment of Si NCs in a SiO2 matrixa)Electronic mail: gabriele.seguini@mdm.imm.cnr.it
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through independent measurements of their VB and CB edge

energy positions with respect to the SiO2 matrix by means of

photo-ionization (PI) and capacitance spectroscopy (C-S),

respectively. Both techniques capacitively detect the local-

ized charges in Si NCs by monitoring the shift of the flat

band voltage (VFB) in capacitance-voltage (CV) curves, once

a variation in the electrical charging is achieved by applying

monochromatic light or a short bias stress, respectively.

Thus, the obtained VB and CB positions along with the band

gap energies measured by PL allow a comprehensive and

self-consistent determination of the overall Si NCs band

alignment in the SiO2 host.

A single plane of Si NCs embedded in a SiO2 matrix

was created starting from electron beam deposition of a

SiO2/SiO/SiO2 multilayer structure in high vacuum regime.

Then, to promote the formation of the Si NCs, all the sam-

ples were annealed in a conventional quartz-tube furnace at

1050 �C for 30 min in N2 flux.20 Finally, the samples were

annealed in N2 þ H2, for 15 min at 400 �C. The size of the Si

NCs was tuned by changing the nominal thickness of the

SiO layer (4, 6, and 10 nm) as verified by energy filtered

transmission electron microscopy (EFTEM),21 whereas all

the samples have a 3-nm-thick SiO2 layer as bottom oxide

and a 11-nm-thick SiO2 layer as top oxide. Prior to the depo-

sition, all the n-type Si(100) substrates were properly cleaned

to obtain H-terminated Si surface. Metal oxide semiconduc-

tors (MOS) capacitors were fabricated by evaporating Al

(15-nm-thick) circular electrodes (0.08-mm2-area) as the top

gate.

In order to improve the optical signal detection, super

lattice structures with several layers of Si NCs embedded in

SiO2 matrix are usually employed.22 Conversely, in this

work, a single layer of Si NCs has been probed. This config-

uration has many advantages since a detailed electrical test-

ing of the system and a precise structural characterization of

the Si NCs are possible, preserving, at the same time, the

capability to get a measurable optical signal. In particular,

the combination of EFTEM results obtained from two per-

pendicular directions, i.e., from cross-section and plan-view

configurations, provides the possibility to estimate the equiv-

alent mean diameter of the corresponding spherical NCs.

The as deposited 4, 6, and 10 nm thick SiO films result in Si

NCs layers with equivalent mean diameter of 1.9, 2.8, and

4.3 nm, respectively. The crystalline state of the Si nanoclus-

ters was corroborated by high resolution TEM experiments.

The evaluation of the Si NCs average band gap was per-

formed by PL measurements. The spectra were acquired using

a He-Cd laser for excitation (k¼ 325 nm, power¼ 50 mW)

and a charge coupled device camera covering the 400–900 nm

range for detection. The PL emission spectra before and after

thermal treatment in H2-rich ambient are reported in Figures

1(a) and 1(b), respectively. Small but detectable “red” shifts

of the PL spectra were observed after the N2 þ H2 annealing.

This result is ascribed to the H passivation of paramagnetic

defects at the Si NCs/SiO2 interface.16,22 In both cases, PL

measurements indicated a progressive increase of the Si NCs

band gap with the reduction of the Si NCs size. After anneal-

ing in H2-rich ambient, a strong PL emission peak positioned

at 1.40 6 0.05 eV was found for the 4.3 nm diameter Si NCs.

The PL peaks shift to 1.50 eV for the 2.8 nm diameter Si

NCs and to 1.60 eV for the 1.9 nm diameter Si NCs. The

accurate determination of the band gap requires considering

that the emission energy is affected by a Stokes shift of

0.25 eV with respect to the absorption energy, irrespective of

the size of the Si NCs.23 This effect is attributed to the Si-O-

Si, Si¼O, or distorted Si-Si bonds which are not removed

during the thermal treatment in H2-rich-ambient.13,16,22 The

Si-O-Si can be considered the representative type of

bonds.9,15 Taking into account this effect, the optical band

gaps (EG) of the Si NCs embedded in SiO2 matrix were eval-

uated to be 1.65, 1.75, and 1.85 eV, respectively. These val-

ues as well as the evolution of the intensity of the PL signal

with the Si NCs dimension are in good agreement with data

reported in the literature for similar structures with tens of Si

NCs layers embedded in SiO2.22

From an underlying point of view, the observed opening

of the band gap originates from the energy shifts of the VB

(DVB) and CB (DCB) states. PI and C-S investigations were

implemented to determine these shifts. The CV curves for

these analyses were acquired sweeping the applied voltage

from the inversion to the accumulation regime at 100 KHz in

a dark environment. During PI measurements in quantum

yield mode, the small changes in the charge population are

investigated to identify the energy threshold related to the

transition of the Si NCs from the neutral to the positive state.

This transition is caused by an optical excitation of the elec-

trons from the Si NCs VB to the SiO2 CB.24 The samples

were illuminated with monochromatic light for 5 min under

a positive applied voltage (V ¼ þ0.5 V) to collect the

excited electrons at the metal gate. The low V prevents

charge injections from the Si substrate. Subsequently a CV

curve was acquired. This procedure was repeated at different

photon energy values ranging from 2.0 to 6.0 eV with an

energy step of 0.1 eV. Normalizing the charge variation to

the number of incident photons as a function of photon

energy, the relative quantum yield (Y) is obtained. The

extrapolation of Y1/2 to zero allows the determination of the

barrier energies during the ionization processes. More details

about the set up and the technique are available in Refs. 19

and 24. Figure 2 reports the measured spectra. The extrapo-

lated thresholds are 4.30, 4.45, and 4.65 eV for Si NCs with

FIG. 1. PL spectra of the 1.9, 2.8, and 4.3 nm diameter Si NCs embedded in

SiO2 annealed in N2 (a) and in N2 þ H2 (b).
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mean diameter 4.3, 2.8, and 1.9 nm, respectively. A system-

atic variation of the selected region to perform the linear fit-

ting near the threshold allowed to evaluate a VB energy

spread less than 0.05 eV. These values are unaffected by the

different passivation treatments. Consequently, these thresh-

olds correspond to transition related to the core states of the

Si NCs that are not altered by the surface states. The energy

barriers for the electron transition from the Si NCs VB to the

SiO2 CB are higher than the corresponding energy barrier

(4.25 eV) for the transition from the bulk Si VB to the SiO2

CB.24 The resulting VB position of the Si NCs is down-

shifted in energy compared to bulk Si. For the largest Si

NCs, the measured DVB is negligible (0.05 eV). Decreasing

the mean Si NCs dimension, the magnitude of the DVB rises

up to a value of 0.40 eV for the smallest Si NCs.

By combining the band gap values measured by PL and

the DVB evaluated by PI, we estimate the DCB. The largest

DCB (0.50 eV) appears for the largest Si NCs. The Si NCs

CB energy position slightly lowers by decreasing the size,

reaching a value of 0.35 eV for the smallest Si NCs. Hence

the CB offset (energy barrier between the Si NCs CB and the

SiO2 CB) of the Si NCs with respect to the SiO2 matrix are

expected to increase by reducing the Si NCs size. These esti-

mations are compared with the DCB values that we directly

measured by C-S. In this technique electrons are electrically

injected in the Si NCs by means of a positive applied voltage

(VINJ) for 1 s. If the VINJ is large enough, the lowest CB level

of the Si NCs coincides with the CB of the Si substrate and

the electrons start to tunnel from the Si substrate into the Si

NCs through the SiO2 potential barrier. The trapping of neg-

ative charges in the Si NCs results in a positive shift of the

VFB. Following the evolution of VFB as a function of VINJ, it

is possible to determine the threshold value (VTH) corre-

sponding to the onset of this transition. The value of DCB/e

corresponds to the potential drop across the Si NCs at

VINJ¼VTH. The detailed description of the electrostatic

model used to calculate DCB is reported elsewhere.19 In

Figure 3, the evolution of the VFB as a function of VINJ is

reported for the different Si NCs diameters. The annealing in

N2 þ H2 ambient significantly modifies the VFB evolution. It

is worth to note that the two different annealing procedures

cause a noticeable change in the level of passivation. A ther-

mal treatment in H2-rich ambient can drastically decrease

the amount of paramagnetic (dangling-bond, Pb-type)

defects at the Si NCs/SiO2 interface, while non-

paramagnetic defects are unavoidable.22 The measurement

of the density of interface traps by means of the Hill-

Coleman method25 indicates a drop of one order of magni-

tude, from 1011 to 1010 eV�1cm�2, upon the thermal treat-

ment in N2 þ H2 ambient. Considering that the C-S

technique is based on the trapping of the injected carriers in

the Si NCs, it is mandatory to get rid of the contribution

from other trapping centers. This result was achieved by sub-

tracting the VFB shifts measured on the sample annealed in

N2 from those acquired on the samples that experienced the

additional treatment in N2 þ H2. The result of this procedure

is reported in Figure 3. The curves evidence two well distinct

series of VTH. The first threshold (VTH
L) was found to be

positioned at 3.45, 2.75, and 2.30 V increasing the dimension

of the Si NCs. Equally the second threshold (VTH
H) decreases

with increasing the Si NCs dimension. The values of VTH
H

were determined to be 7.00, 4.90, and 4.00 V. From the

measured VTH
L and VTH

H values, we extracted the corre-

sponding DCB which are 0.20, 0.25, and 0.30 eV for VTH
L

and 0.45, 0.50, and 0.55 eV for VTH
H, respectively. It is

worth to note that the corresponding values differ for

0.25 eV. These findings, together with the fact that the VB

position is independent on the passivation treatments, sup-

port the idea that the VTH
L maps the trapping due to the sur-

face related states at the interface, presumably the same

states to take in account for the Stokes shift. Differently, the

VTH
H is related to the DCB of the Si NCs. This interpretation

is supported by the observation that these values are in very

good agreement with those predicted taking in account the

band gap energies and VB positions. In order to counter-

check the previously described results, the PI and CS meas-

urements were performed on a SiO2 reference sample

without Si NCs. The absence of a detectable VFB shift indi-

cates that the previously measured phenomena are related to

the presence of Si NCs embedded in the SiO2 matrix.

In Figure 4, the final picture of the band structure evolu-

tion as function the Si NCs size is reported. The data indicate

that for the largest Si NCs (4.3 nm) in the SiO2 matrix host

the band edges shifts are asymmetric compared to the bulk

FIG. 2. Y(1/2) as function of the photon energy for Si NCs MOS based device

after monochromatic photon energy irradiation for 5 min under positive

(þ0.5 V) applied voltage.

FIG. 3. (Left) DVFB as function of the different applied VINJ of Si NCs

based device. (Right) Relative DVFB as function of the VINJ.
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Si/SiO2 interface positions. In particular, the DCB (0.50 eV)

is much larger than the DVB (0.05 eV). Reducing the size of

the Si NCs (2.8 nm), the variation of DCB is quite limited

while DVB progressively increases. This trend results in a

quite symmetrical distribution of the band gap opening for

the smallest Si NCs (1.9 nm) since DCB (0.35 eV) is substan-

tially equal to DVB (0.40 eV).

This evolution can be interpreted taking into account

different physical phenomena, i.e., QC and surface related

effects. For the largest Si NCs (4.3 nm), the QC effects still

overtake the surface related effects and the band gap opening

is mainly distributed on DCB as previously reported.15

Decreasing the Si NCs dimension (2.8 nm), the surface

related effects pin DCB while DVB increases due to QC

effects.17 In the smallest Si NCs (1.9 nm), these phenomena

are even more pronounced resulting in the observed symmet-

rical distribution of the band gap opening. These findings

indicated that, in this range of diameters, no pinning of the

VB is induced by the surface related effects, in agreement

with previously reported data and theoretical predictions.

Indeed, the onset for the pinning of the VB states due to sur-

face related defects is expected to occur well below 2 nm as

already observed for nanoporous Si.17 In this size range, the

strain inside the Si NCs should be considered as well.9 It is

worth to note that the previously described evolution of DCB

and DVB as a function of the NCs size has already been pre-

dicted by theoretical calculations for Si NCs embedded in

SiO2. Unfortunately due to the high computational costs of

the ab initio simulations, the data available in the literature

are mainly limited to Si NCs with diameter below 2 nm.8,26

Larger Si NCs require semi empirical approaches.1,9,26,27

Moreover, from the experimental point of view, the shrink-

ing of the Si NC dimensions found a bottom limit at 1.6 nm,

which corresponds to the minimal size for the crystallization

of nanoclusters.22 In this regard, the Si NCs diameter we

investigate in this work approach the physical limit and thus

overlap the ab initio computational accessible dimensions.

In conclusion, a comprehensive and self-consistent mea-

surement of Si NCs/SiO2 band alignment in the Si NCs

mean diameter window between 1.9 and 4.3 nm has been

presented. These findings provide a clear understanding of

the electronic structure of the Si NCs/SiO2 interface. Indeed,

the reported values of the energy band alignment as function

of the Si NCs mean diameter set an experimental reference

to test the prediction of the numerical simulations. They

pave the way to a fine and controllable tuning of the Si NCs

band alignment that is extremely important for the imple-

mentation of Si based nanostructures in several

functionalities.2–7 Considering the dimensions of the nano-

structures, the measured data allow the precise determination

of the interplay between QC and surface related effects and

represent an important starting point for the investigation of

this interplay in the general case of semiconductor nano-

structures. Finally, the reported exemplar study delineates

the capability to use the band alignment evolution as a robust

approach to experimental investigate how the different con-

figurations (such as the semiconductor material,28 shape,29,30

strain,26,31 or doping;32,33 the host matrix material34,35 or

density;26 and the system dimensionality36) affect the prop-

erties of the nanostructured interfaces.
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